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What the paper does

Our goal

This paper is primarily a review of approaches to the

measurement of extreme poverty in the EU based on the

secondary analysis of the Statistics on Income and Living

Conditions (SILC).

Our goal is to find a threshold that is not relative to a

country but represents the reality of the differences in

living standards in the EU countries and can be used to

identify extremely poor households in all countries
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Alternative indicators of extreme poverty

Our measures

We consider five measures of extreme poverty:

1 The World Bank’s concept of international $ per day

2 Poverty thresholds based on national levels of social

assistance

3 A severe deprivation standard. We considered (a) social

assistance thresholds, and (b) thresholds based on

reference budget methodology

4 An overlaps measure based on severe deprivation and low

income. This is our preferred option
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Alternative indicators of extreme poverty

Problems with relative income poverty measure

Relative income poverty often identifies as the poor those

who have no problem making ends meet, especially in

relatively rich countries

Next slide will show:
1 At risk of poverty rates (60% of median disposable income

per equivalent adult),
2 . . . less households with no deprivation
3 . . . less households with no difficulty making end meet

In many rich countries, many income-poor households are

lacking no socially-perceived necessities. In contrast, in

countries like Bulgaria or Greece, almost all the

households at-risk-of-poverty also have difficulty making

ends meet
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Figure: Poverty rates EU-SILC 2014



Figure: At-risk- of poverty rate and the poverty rate using less than
$1.90 per person per day



Figure: The poverty rate with social assistance threshold



Figure: Poverty rates based on reference budgets (60% of Antwerp
and the UK’s Minimum Income Standard)



Figure: Deprivation in 2014, by the number of items lacking



Our preferred measure of extreme poverty

Overlap analysis

Following Guio et al. (2012), we take lacking 7 or more

items as an indicator of severe deprivation. This measure

varies between 46.4% in Bulgaria to 0.7% in Sweden

Next do overlap analysis to find the best combination of

income and deprivation, with the largest overall (or

smallest) mismatch between these measures

We fixed the number of deprived items at 7, and found

that the largest overlap was with equivalised household

income below e6000.
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Figure: Overlaps: Income less than e6000 and deprivation greater
than seven



Figure: Our overlaps measure of extreme poverty has a much closer
relationship with the level of wealth of the country as measured by
GDP per capita . . .



. . . Than the at-risk-of-poverty rate



Conclusions

Conclusions

We explored a variety of approaches to setting extreme

poverty thresholds, and rejected a number of possible

methods

For the World Bank threshold, we obtained very low

poverty rates in most countries

Poverty rates with social assistance thresholds were very

volatile, varying from 0.6% in the Czech Republic to

15.1% in Denmark

Using reference budget methodology, poverty thresholds

were less volatile compared with the at-risk of poverty

thresholds and the social assistance thresholds. Yet we

found a large dispersion in poverty rates. For example, for

60% of Antwerp reference budgets, poverty rates ranged

from 0.7% in Switzerland to 54% in Romania
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Conclusions

Conclusions (Cont.)

In the end, we settle on a measure based on the overlap

between deprivation indicators and living on an income

below a budget standard threshold

An extreme poverty threshold of the kind we propose for

the EU inevitably has political consequences, by focusing

attention more than at present on disparities within the

EU.

If the intention of the EU is to eradicate social exclusion

by 2020, or some date thereafter, the greatest challenge

is to raise the living standards of the poor in the poorer

countries.
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